Best Practice Tip Sheets

Introduction
The challenge with any form of written
communication is to ensure that the reader is able
to clearly understand your message. People often
launch into writing an email without thinking
about the result they're after.
Effective communication is NOT simply
sending an email message. It is ensuring
that the same message which was sent
has been not only received, but also
clearly understood (and where relevant,
an appropriate action also taken).
Communicating effectively via email is especially
difficult due to the sense of urgency associated
with this medium and the haste with which the
reader will process your message. The two key
points to remember when writing emails:

1

Write to suit the reader
While it may seem the writer is the more
important person in the communication, it
doesn’t matter how well the email message is
written at the writer’s end if it is not easily
(and quickly) understood at the reader’s end.

2

Take time at the front end
Writing an email that gets attention, engages
the reader, and motivates them to take the
action you want (and when you want it) takes
more time, rather than less time!

There are 7 keys things to consider when writing
more effective email, as shown in the attached set
of tips.

This series of tip sheets explain the
7 Ways to Write More Effective Email;
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1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed

If you don’t already have it, why not get yourself a copy of
the 7 Ways to Write More Effective Email audio CD

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines
5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”

This audio CD features an interview between E-mail
Strategist Steuart Snooks by internet guru Gihan Perera,
discussing the 7 Ways to Write More Effective Email
Get your copy now at
www.emailtiger.com.au/7-ways-to-write-more-effective

Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist
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Tip #1: Think first - is e-mail the best way?
Two key questions to ask yourself before you send an
email are is email the most appropriate way to
communicate for ;
• this message?
• this person?
Here are some of the sort of MESSAGES not suitable
for sending via email ;
• Confidential or private messages
• Offensive, abusive messages etc
• Delivering bad news
• Complex issues
• Disciplinary messages or reprimands
• Urgent messages
Sometimes the message is suitable for communicating
via email, but the person
receiving it is not.

Here are some types of PEOPLE with whom it can
be difficult to communicate via email;
• Those in roles where they don’t access
email often or at all
• Those with reading limitations
• Many older people who struggle with
email technology
• Certain personality styles who just
aren’t email savvy
I’m sure you can think of others!
For tips on how to fine-tune your message for
different personality styles, so you can really
‘break through’ and connect with your reader,
see the chart on How to Communicate with
Different Personalities on other side .

This series of tip sheets explain the
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The chart below outlines how you can ‘massage your
message’ to appeal to the various different personality
and communication styles of the people you e-mail.

1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed
3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines
5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist

See a larger, downloadable PDF version of this chart at
http://emailtiger.com/email-personality-styles
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Tip #2: Communicating Effectively in
the Age of Speed
- Frustrated your e-mails don’t get a response?
- Or the response is too slow?
- Or you get the wrong response?
Sending an email is often quicker than the time it takes
to catch someone on the phone or to organise and
conduct a face-to-face meeting with them. Even more
so when it involves multiple people!
So if high speed of communication equals high
productivity, then email is easily a winner.
But . . .
email lacks richness of context and can be easily
misunderstood, especially if the subject is complex,
highly emotive or easily open to different
interpretations.

By contrast a richer
communication medium
such as a face-to-face
meeting allows potential
misunderstandings to be
quickly identified and
corrected.
A simpler medium such as email (or text, SMS or
social media) has little or no context or ‘richness’,
can be more easily misinterpreted and it can take
considerable time before that misunderstanding
has been discovered and corrected.
The Media Richness Communication Framework
(see over page) shows a matrix of media richness
vs speed vs potential for misunderstanding. All
three should be considered when sending a
message, not just how quickly you can send the
message at your end.
While email may be quick at the ‘front end’ of the
communication process, it can often cost even
more time at the ‘back end’ because you may
have to either follow up a message that hasn’t
been responded to or to correct a
misunderstanding and any unintended outcomes.
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So, before automatically using email for your message, consider
• how easy is it for your message to be misunderstood?
• what are the potential consequences if this occurs?
• what time and cost will it take to retrieve the situation
if your email is not acted upon or is misunderstood?
Think of the tortoise and the hare!

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines
5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist

See a larger, downloadable PDF version at
http://emailtiger.com/synchronicity-of-email
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Tip #3: What is your desired outcome?
(pssst . . . there are only four!)
Every email you send will only ever have one of the
following four outcomes or actions:
Action required [To]
The reader needs to take a specific action. For
example, your desired action might be;
"Prepare a proposal for a 10% reduction in
transport & freight costs by 12 noon on Friday
30th March.“

Read only [cc]
The reader needs only to read your message; no
other action or response is necessary. For
example, your message says;
"Please read the attached report before our
team meeting on 2nd March.“

Response requested [To]
The reader needs only to respond to your
message; no other action is necessary. For
example, your message might request;
"Let me know if you are available for a meeting
at 2:00pm on Friday 25th."

FYI [cc]
Reading the message is optional; no action or
response is necessary. For example, your
message may be a joke or may say;
"Here is a copy of the latest company newsletter
for your interest."
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1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed

Use the Drafts folder (templates)

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?

Set up 4 draft emails, each with one of the above subject lines.
In future, whenever you are writing a new email, simply go to
the Drafts folder (instead of clicking New), select the draft
email with the outcome you want and then choose Forward to
open up a new email with the desired outcome pre-written
into the subject line and your auto-signature in the body of the
message.

4. How to Write Better Subject Lines

By going to the Drafts folder to select your desired outcome, it
makes you think about what you’re trying to achieve with this
email. This means your recipients don’t have to guess or work
it out for themselves and so they are far more likely to do what
you want them to do and do it more promptly because you’ve
made it easy for them.
Why not try adding one of the 4 desired outcomes to your
messages for the rest of this week and see what a difference it
makes?

5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist
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Tip #4: How to Write Better Subject Lines
The Subject Line is probably the single most
important aspect of your message.
Remember, your message will probably arrive as an
interruption to your recipient and/or be one of many
other emails they receive today. So the subject line
is critical for getting their attention.
There are 3 elements to an effective subject line;
•

Your desired outcome (there are
four – see tip #3)

•

A timeframe or deadline

•

A clear, concise description of the subject
of the message

You will get a much better and quicker response to
your emails when all three of these elements are
included.

Here are a
few other
considerations
about how to
make your subject line stand out so that
you get the attention your message deserves;

1

Do your subject lines pass the skim-anddelete test? Many readers delete an email
as soon as they read the subject line, so
make sure your subject lines are short,
clear, and closely related to the content.

2

Use descriptive, action-oriented subject
lines – there’s no real limit on the number
of words you can use, but use them wisely.
An example of an effective subject line is
“Action Required: Prepare budget for XYZ
project by August 9th"

3

Put a short message only in the subject
line, and end with acronym <EOM>, end of
message, so reader knows there’s no need
to open the message eg; “Yes, available to
meet at 10am tomorrow <EOM>”

This series of tip sheets explain the
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1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed

There are 3 parts to an effective subject line – see below

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines
5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist

See a larger version of this chart at
http://emailtiger.com.au/effective-subject-lines
Click on the image for downloadable PDF
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Tip #5: Automate Your Email Follow Up
Do you find that many of the emails you send
require you to also follow them up some time in the
future?
One way to keep track of these is to flag them for
follow up so they you don’t have to rely on your
memory. As you’re composing the message, simply
click the follow up icon and select when you wish to
follow up.
However, simply flagging a message is often
not enough - you probably need to also add
a reminder for a specific date and time.
A flagged message still requires you to chase after it
at some time in the future, whereas a flagged
message with a reminder comes back to you at the
nominated date and time – in the meantime you
can safely forget about it until the appropriate time.

You can now keep track of all these emails that
require follow up in the For Follow Up folder,
located under Search Folders in your folder list. If
you can’t see the For Follow Up folder, right click on
the Search Folder and then click New Search Folder
and follow the obvious steps
This folder will show you any
email you have flagged for follow
up, regardless of which folder it
is in (except Deleted Items) – it’s
a search folder and searches for
flagged messages wherever they
are. You can sort these flagged
messages by start date, due date
or whatever other criteria you
wish.
And now, here comes the part
where you can automate at least
the first step of that follow up!
Many times the reason you need to follow up an
email is that the person you sent it to has not got
back to you. So, you can set a reminder for them, as
well as for yourself, in the original outgoing message!
That’s one less phone call or email you have to make
- the first step of follow up is automated!

This series of tip sheets explain the
7 Ways to Write More Effective Email;
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1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed

Caution: I recommend that you seek permission of the
recipient before using this feature. You could say something
like “it’s very important that we deal with this issue by the due
date, so how about I put a reminder on this message for both
you and I so we don’t miss it, OK?”.
Once you get their permission, you can reasonably assume
that you can do the same again in future whenever it is
appropriate. Maybe even let them know, in the body of your
message, that you’ve added a reminder.
When you think about the number of times you need to follow
up emails you’ve sent over the course of a year, this idea could
save you lots of time and effort manually following up when
you could do it automatically instead.
Why not try this out with a colleague sometime this week and
see what a difference it makes?

See some screen shots of the steps mentioned in this tip at
http://emailtiger.com/automate-your-email-follow-up

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines
5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist
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Tip #6: Why the Inverted Pyramid
Structure is Best for Email
For most messages, best results will be gained by
using the same approach that journalists and
newspapers use.
When you read a newspaper, the first paragraph
tells you the main point and the rest of the article is
spent supporting that point with the background
details, information, explanations, reasons etc, in
decreasing degree of importance.
This is known as the Inverted Pyramid
structure and it is highly valued
because readers can leave the story at
any point and understand it, even if
they don't have all the details.
The same ‘inverted pyramid’ approach works well
when writing email.

Remember, most of your email messages will
arrive as an interruption and/or mixed in with lots
of other messages. That’s why it is vital that you
quickly communicate the main point of your
message so that it engages their interest.
Make sure your main point
is at the top of the email.
Your reader can then read
as much or as little as they
need of the supporting
details which follow, in order
to take the action you have requested for your
email, same as they do when reading a newspaper
or magazine article!

The F Shape
Eye-tracking studies show that when
reading websites, our eyes follow a
distinct ‘F’ shape – we read all the
way across the first sentence or
paragraph but then only part-way
across the next and then just scan
down the left-hand side of the
remainder of the text.

This series of tip sheets explain the
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The same F-shape pattern is likely to be used when reading
e-mails on a computer screen. So if your main point is at the
bottom of the message, your reader is highly unlikely to see it.

3. What is Your Desired Outcome
(pssst . . . there are only 4)?
4. How to Write Better Subject Lines

However, writing in the inverted pyramid structure is not
natural to you. All your childhood, school and tertiary
communications have been encouraged towards the Diamond
Sequence in which you give background details, explanations
and information before stating your main point – a request,
solution or recommendation. But this simply doesn’t work in an
email environment!
Take at look at the last 5 emails you’ve sent. Chances are,
you’ve made the main point at the bottom of the email.
Changing this is easy . . . simply cut the main point from the
bottom and paste it at the top of your message. If your
message is a long one you can copy and paste instead, leaving
your main point at the bottom, as most people will only
remember the last thing they read!

See more about the F Shape at
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/reading_pattern.html

5. Automate Your Follow up
6. Why the Inverted Pyramid Structure
is Best for Email
7. Why You Should Write an Email
Backwards
“We help busy professionals
and organisations who are
struggling to keep up with
all their email”
Steuart Snooks
Email Strategist
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Tip #7 – Why You Should Write Your
Email Backwards

2

Do you wonder why you don’t get a response to
your email? Or the response is slow? Or that it
doesn’t actually answer the question you asked?
One way to improve the results you get from the
emails you send, is to write the email backwards!
Let me explain . . . Your email software is set up so
you write an email in the sequence To – Subject Message. However, for best results try writing new
messages in the following sequence:

3

Message First - Write your message first and
then edit it (ie: spell-check, grammar-check,
add bullet points etc). Be sure to use the
‘inverted pyramid’ format we discussed in the
last tip.
Subject Line - Waiting until AFTER you write
the content ensures that the Subject Line
accurately summarises and reflects the
meaning of your email message. Don’t you find
that you have a much clearer idea of how to
accurately and succinctly summarise your
message in the subject line AFTER you have
written you message rather than BEFORE?
Addressing your message as the final step –
this improves your focus on sending the
message only to those who really need to
receive it. You’ll find that you have a clearer
idea of who needs to get this message, who
needs only to read it and who can be left out
altogether AFTER you’ve written a message
rather than BEFORE.
When you do this as the last step, you’ll tend
to omit people from whom there is no action
or response required (or place them in the ‘cc’
line if all they have to do is read it) reducing
unnecessary email.

This series of tip sheets explain the
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1. Think first – is e-mail the best way?
2. Communicating in the Age of Speed

Writing e-mail in this sequence, in combination with the
other ideas in these tips, will help you gain a reputation as
a good communicator who
•

only sends email when it’s relevant to me

•

makes it clear what you want me to do with your
email

•

gives me a clear timeframe

•

gives me an accurate, concise subject line that
helps me know what your message is about and
makes it easy to find later, after it’s been filed.

As a result, I’ll tend to answer your emails first as you
make it easy for me. And isn’t that what you want as a
sender of email?
Why not try one of these ideas on the next e-mail you
send today!

See more about the F Shape at
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/reading_pattern.html
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